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Flames slay Dragons

Eighme jazzes up life with sax

Student forum

Liberty defeats Drexel at home behind the
stellar performances of Bailey Alston and
Charles Richardson. See story and photos on
page 6.

Former drummer blends music styles after
heavy metal upbringing.See Rob Pitts' feature
article about Don Eighme on page 4.

Liberty Champion readers write back to us
with several different topics in mind. See the
letters from your fellow students on page 3.
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Senior facilities
in place; dorm
residents waiting
for APC power

'Annie': A review

Musical is 'upbeat,...entertaining'
By MEGAN BEARDER AND
ALLISON TROY
Champion Reporters

By ROBERT PITTS
Managing Editor

The phones are in the rooms, and the
laundry room is nearly complete.
However, seniors residing in dorms
29 through 32 will have to wait a
while longer before they're able to
use these conveniences.
Telephones have been installed in
all rooms in the senior dorms says
Jerry Smith, director of communications services. The switching equipment is installed, and the cables are in
place.

"The whole determining
factor is the electric power
company."

Jerry Smith
Director of Communications
Services
Phones aren't turned on because
power hasn't been supplied to the
switching building.
"The whole determining factor is
the electric power company," Smith
says. Because of inclement weather,
Appalachian Power Company can't
get their trucks through the clay in
order to bury the needed power pole.
"If we get a few nice days, die ground
should dry up pretty quick."
Smith says programing of the system shouldn't be a problem and die
station could be operating two weeks
after die power is installed.
The same problem is holding up
progress on die senior laundry room
behind dorm 29.
"Right now we're waiting for the
power to be hooked up witii that building," John Baker, director of auxiliary services says. "This weather has
just been atrocious for setting poles."
The facUity will be operating in about
three weeks. Baker says.
The cleaning situation in die senior
dorms has also concerned residents.
While me university supplies the
chemicals, seniors are required to
clean their own bathrooms. Other
dorms are supplied with custodial
service.
"It almost becomes financially
impractical to supply cleaning service for four people," dean of residence life, Bruce Traeger says.
Because about 40 people use each
bathroom in a normal dorm, Traeger
says, the situationtiierecalls for custodial cleaning. But in the senior
dorms, only four to five people use
each bathroom.
"Part of die agreement witii the students living in Uiose (senior) dorms"
is tiiat diey will provide tiieir own
cleaning, Traeger says.
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"Annie," as performed by Liberty
University's Division of Fine Arts, is
an upbeat and thoroughly entertaining musical, bound to captivate and
delight an audience of any age.
Annie (Jennifer Miller), an 11-yearold orphan living in a run-down New
York orphanage under die care of
Miss Hannigan (Mandy Barnett)
during the Great Depression, decides
to search for her parents and runs
away from die orphanage.
She befriends a stray dog and comes
upon a "Hooverville," die home of
some unemployed New Yorkers. The
Hooverville-ites enjoy Annie's cheerful optimism. The ponce raid die
shanty town and arrest Annie and die
dog, but Sandy escapes.
Annie is taken back to die orphanage. Miss Grace Farrell (Brenda
Hobert), private secretary to the billionaire, Oliver Warbucks, requests
to have an orphan spend Christmas at
Warbucks' mansion. Miss Farrell
photo by John Hob chooses Annie to Miss Hannigan's
SHOWTIME -Rooster (Vic Mignogna), Miss Hannigan (Mandy Bar- dismay.
nett) and Lily (Debra Purcell) perform a routine in 'Annie.'
Warbucks, though disappointed at

first that die orphan was not a boy,
gradually becomes attached to Annie.
Eventually, Warbucks decides to
adopt Annie. He wants to present her
with a new locket to replace die broken one she always wears. He is about
to tell her the news when she breaks
down crying. She doesn't want die
locket because the one she wears was
given to her by her parents. She tells
him the one thing she wants most is to
find her parents. He promises he'll
find diem for her.
Warbucks announces on a radio
program that he will give a certified
check for $50,000 to any two people
who can provetiiattiieyare Annie's
parents.
Miss Hannigan's brother Rooster
(Vic Mignogna) and his girlfriend
Lily (Debra Purcell) plot to disguise
themselves as Annie's parents in order
to get the reward money.
Hundreds of couples claiming to be
Annie' s parents come to the mansion,
but none knew of die locket. Warbucks is about to sign die adoption
papers when die Mudges (Rooster
and Lily) show up. They claim that
Annie is their daughter. They have a
birth certificate and die otiier half of
die locket to prove it.

Warbucks, a little suspicious, asks
them to come back in die morning for
die girl and the reward money.
He then asks President Roosevelt
(David Ranson) for help from the FBI.
The next morning (Christmas)
Roosevelt and Warbucks inform
Annie that her parents died years ago.
Miss Hannigan and theorphanscome
over and then die Mudges show up.
The police arrest the impostors. Sandy,
delivered in a huge wrapped box, is
reunited with Annie. Everyone lives
"happily ever after" and Roosevelt
goes off to give the nation die "New
Deal."
We reviewers have seen this "Annie" three times. Given die opportunity we'd see it three more. It's a great
play. Realize, however, we look at the
production with all-seeing eyes.
Jennifer Miller makes a cute, but
large, Annie (she was only three inches
shorter than Warbucks). One would
only wish she could catch die audience's affection as much as Annie
should. She could not seem to shed die
image of die Jennifer Miller of YouthQuest, but she did sing well.
Cliff Lambert's voice is ideal for his

Debate team ranks higher than Harvard
By LORISKUDLER
Champion Reporter

Liberty's debate team is currently ranked 11th in die nation, higher than
Harvard, Dartmouth and Wake Forest.
Prof .Brett O'Donnel, a former LU student and currently coach for die debate
team, came to Liberty this year after coaching for die Penn State debate team.
O'Donnell saystiiatwhen die next ranking comes out. Liberty will probably
be in the top five among Division-I schools.
"Liberty's had a program for nine years and it has worked its way up through
the ranks. We're drawing people who are truly committed to debate,"
O'Donnell says.
Included on the team are varsity debaters Janet Pierpoint and Lisa Lundquist;
junior varsity debaters Eugene Han, Jeff Hebblewhite, Tom Walker, Sherry
Smith, Rex Sparklin, and David Kester; and novice members Mike Hall,
Melanie Henson, Mark Gott, Mark Denham, Tim Behrens, Humberto Baez,
Ivan O'Bryon and Adora Rumberger.
"Debate is governed by a body, much like die NCAA, called die American
Forensic Association. It ranks about 150 schools and moretiian2,000 teams.
Among tiiat number, Liberty's debate team is in the top five. All three
divisions of debate—varsity, junior varsity and novice—collect points which
go toward die national ranking."
O'Donnell says that now that Liberty is getting higher in die ranks, more good
debaters are being attracted.
"We're competing against major schools who put a lot of money into their
programs to recruit debaters and give them full scholarships. Liberty does
offer partial scholarships to the best debaters, but does not offer full scholarships."
The school does provide funds for die team's travel and research, however.
The topic for debate this year is: "Resolved: That United States foreign policy
toward one or more African nations be substantially changed." The teams
debate a portion of tiiat topic and must be able to take either side in die debate.
Between late September and late March die team will attend a total of 12 tour-

naments.
So far this semester, the debate team has had tournaments at George Mason
University, United States Naval Academy and George Washington University. In each one, the 70 to 80 teams involved debate for two days and have
elimination rounds the last day.
Liberty brought home 10 trophies from George Mason University—four
team awards and six individual awards.
Eight teams from Liberty attended die tournament at the Naval Academy and
six made it into elimination rounds. This time die team received six team
trophies and five individual awards. The novice team won first place and otiier
teams all made die quarter and semi-finals.
On the weekend of February 18, Liberty had seven teams at George
Washington University. Four of the teams went into elimination rounds. One
of die novice teams again won first place, die junior varsity team was in die
semi-finals and two otiier teams were in the quarter-finals.
At George Mason and the Naval Academy, Liberty won more points than
any other team in attendance.
'There aren't any other sports teams that compete at that level at this point,"
O'Donnell says.
Liberty's debate team recruits high school students who excel in debate just
as an atiiletic team would recruit players. O' Donne 11 feels debate is in die same
realm as athletics, just on an intellectual level instead of a physical one.
"It speaks well for Liberty to be competing on this level intellectually,"
O'Donnell says.
The team has its own church services on the road. Members actively witness
to other teams. They pray before each debate round and pass out tracts to die
otiier teams.
"We have really good relations with otiier schools—that's recognized. I've
seen articles in otiier student newspapers that have mentioned Liberty and
what we represent," he continued.
At die end of die year, the debate team will be going to a national tournament
in Fairfax. It will also go to a tournament in Miami to try to qualify for a
varsity-only tournament.

Power outage
cancels classes

000PS! - LU students explain how the back end ol this Civic was rearranged.

A power outage at Liberty Monday
forced die cancellation of morning
classes and chapel.
A spokesman for Appalachian Power
Co.said a downed fuse on Wards Road
caused die outage. Businesses and
residents around die LU campus were
not affected by the distmption of
power.
The power went out at 8:35 a.m.
forcing professors to let classes out
and cancel tiieir 9:00 classes.
Power was restored to die campus
shortly after 10:00 a.m.
Monday was the second time morning classes were canceled in die past
week. Last Friday's snowstorm forced
die cancellation of all classes before
photo by Don Hayden 10:00 a.m.

City approves
stadium permit
By BRAD TAYLOR
News Editor

The Lynchburg News & Daily
Advance reported Thursday dial
die city Planning Commission approved a conditional usepermit for
Liberty University's new arena and
stadium.
Before the approval, however,
commission members expressed
concern over the proposed parking
spaces and access road from Wards
Road near Central Virginia Community College.
Commission members wanted to
know if LU had adequate parking
for the two new facilities, and if the
university had room to increase
parking if the stadium expanded to
30,000 seats.
Charles Barnes, an engineer with
Harland & Bartholomew Associates of Richmond, told die commissioners the school will have
more than 4,500 spaces once it
builds three new lots.
Barnes said Liberty has talked to
General Electric about using 1,000
parking spaces on that company's
lot. The school might also use 499
spaces at die North Campus.
Barnes also said Liberty would
experience traffic problems about
an hour before game time.

Guillermin returns to work
full time after heart attack

By BRAD TAYLOR
News Editor

See Annie on page 4

By BRAD TAYLOR
News Editor
Liberty University President A.
Pierre Guillermin returned to work
Monday full time after undergoing
triple bypass heart surgery early in
December.
Dr. Guillermin, 52, said on Monday that he was "feeling great, better than before this all happened."
He suffered some discomfort on
December 9 and underwent surgery on the 11tii.He returned home
on 19th and began working again
die following day.
During his absence from campus,
he has been holding meetings and
conducting business from his Lynchburg home.

Because he was in constant contact with the vice-presidents and
his staff, Dr. Guillermin said it
wasn't necessary to appoint an interim president. "My absence
wasn't any different than being
away for vacation."
President Guillermin is currently
enrolled in Virginia Baptist Hospital's cardiac rehabilitation program
which he attends threetimesa week.
Patients go through a series of excercises and havetiieirhearts and
otiier vital signs monitored.
Dr.Guillermin said tiiat he is
resuming his regular work schedule and is teaching his two classes
on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.
He also said he wiU begin traveling on a "limited basis."

••
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"..Where the spirit of the Lord is.
there is Liberty."
—II Corinthians 3:17

Editorial
Debate team brings
national respect to LU
Its trophy case in the DeMoss atrium is imposing. Impressive, to say the least.
The group that earned these was awards is equally as
impressive. It is nationally ranked ahead of Harvard,
Dartmouth and Wake Forest. In fact, this team is currently rated eleventh in the nation and will probably be
in the top five when the next poll comes out.
Now before anyone gets excited about some kind of
pre-season football poll, we need to clarify that we're
talking about the Liberty debate team. Debate team?
You know, the people who use their minds and mouths
to win meets.
Behind the leadership of Prof. Brett O'Donnell, the
debate team has risen to a point of national recognition.
With varsity debaters Janet Pierpoint and Lisa Lundquist
leading the way, the LU team is turning lots of heads.
With the school paying for travel and research, the
team is also able to compete in major tournaments. And
as O'Donnell said, it speaks well of LU to be able to
compete on this level intellectually.
It's good to see that groups like the debate team are
striving to make Liberty a well-rounded institution in
terms of both academics and athletics, and one that will
excel in both realms.
Considering that there are more than 2,000 debate
teams in the United States, Liberty has come a long way
in a short time in this area (the team is just nine-yearsold).
Congratulations to the debate team. You are making
us proud and respected as a university.

Duke elected to state house

Will the KKK use this for future gains?

David Duke, former Ku Klux Klan
member, recently won a seat in the
Louisiana Legislature, defeating John
Treenbya 224 vote margin.
Voting Americans and Christians
should take an active part in preventing Duke and others like him from
getting political power.
Of course, only voters in a particular district can dictate its outcome.
The past, present and future of every
candidate should be considered before a vote is cast.
David Duke claims to have once
held the title of imperial wizard of the
KKK and now heads a group called
the National Association for the
Advancement of White People.
President George Bush and GOP
Chairman Lee Atwater have publicly
Peace without freedom is slavery.
supported Treen and denounced Duke
The United States must base its foreign policy on defending and expanding throughout the legislative race. Yet,
freedom and democratic capitalism throughout the world. We must never two pertinent questions still need to
be answered. Will the Republican
sacrifice freedom and democratic capitalism on the altar of peace.
Of course this doesn't mean that the U.S. should establish policies against party merely stand back and allow
peace, but rather it should establish policies that will create real and lasting
peace, absolutely interlocked with freedom and democratic capitalism.

Guest Commentary

Peace must not dictate
American policy

Neville Chamberlin, while Prime Minister of Great Britain in the 1930' s,
based his country's foreign policy on peace. He even got Hitler to sign a peace
agreement with the Allies.
We all know how successful that was. It didn't achieve freedom and it
certainly didn't achieve peace. Rather it led to WWII.
Let's look at the U.S. policies towards Afghanistan and Nicaragua.
, In Afghanistan, the U.S. based its policy onfreedom.The policy worked.
The Soviets pulled out of that country and it's just a matter time until the
. freedom fighters establish a government.
In Nicaragua, we based our policy on peace. We abandoned the Contras on
empty promises from the Sandinistas. The policy failed. The tyrants are still
in power and their people are voting with their feet by flooding through our
borders as refugees.
The United States must base its foreign policy on defending and expanding
freedom and democratic capitalism, so that peace with freedom is spread
: throughout the world.
Kevin Allen is a Political Science and Economics major from Dallas,
Oregon.

Duke to legitimize his views of
racial and religious bigotry? If
so,
will the
American people
allow elections of this kind to repeat
themselves?
Duke was photographed in a Nazi
uniform in 1970 and, shortly thereafter, he boldly removed the hood of
his white robe to become an international spokesman for the Klan.
When recently questioned about this
controversial activity Duke said, "I
regret it because people might think
I'm racially or religiously intolerant"
Anyone who knows an ounce of
American history can see that this
quote should be on the top ten most
contradictory statements of the year.
The Klan's aim can basically be
defined as exactly what Duke has denied-racial and religious intolerance

Debra
Purcell

to anyone who is not a White AngloSaxon Protestan
Duke's attire during the 1970's, speaks
for itself.
Before the election the Republican
party was taking steps to have him disenfranchised. Now that the election is
over, it appears that the GOP is just
going to sit back and let his term in
office take it's course.
How can they possibly support a man
like Duke? If they think the things being
said about Duke are slanderous lies,
perhaps they should check his home
address and phone number. It just happens to be identical to the local KKK
headquarters.
If the Republicans don't take some
kind of action against Duke, they could
suffer from serious repercussions.
The average American has not forgotten the horror of the Holocaust or the
terrible mistreatment of non-white's in
recent years. By supporting Duke,
people will associate "Republican" with

Recent debate and failure of a proposed S1 percent pay raise for executive, legislative and judicial employees supports the argument for a decline in the integrity of our government representatives.

raise by just
short of a unanimous vote. The
House, on the
other hand, with
crafty
and
scheming Speaker Jim Wright, tried
How can these people even justify a to pull a fast one on the American
pay raise when we're in the midst of public.
the worst economic situation this
The House wasn't divided over the
issue either, but a select few wanted
country has ever seen?
You're probably saying to yourself, to receive the pay raise by not voting
"Wait a second! This guy doesn't on the matter, which was a stipulaknow whathe's saying; the Senate tion on the bill.In effect, this bill
and House turned down their pay would have become law even if
Congress didn't act on it.
raise."
Well, you'rerightand you're wrong. On Monday, February 6, the House
The Senate did turn down the pay was forced by the Senate, and by

Debra Purcell is a staff columnist for The Liberty Champion.

some House peer pressure, to consider
the matter.
That night the House voted overwhelming ly to bring the matter to a full vote the
next day .The House voted down the pay
raise by a margin of 380-40.
During the vote, Speaker Wright didn't
have the backbone to take a stand on the
issue and failed to vote.
Personally, I think we should have let
them get their pay raise with the stipulation that everything they make above
their present salary would go toward
paying the U.S. federal deficit
Congress was asking for a pay raise
from $89,500 to $135,000.
That's roughly $45,000 dollars.
I'm suggesting, that the $45,000 from

each Representative would go a long
way toward ending the deficit
This plan, if followed, would have
send a message to our beloved representatives to balance the budget and
eliminate the deficit, even if it empties their own pockets in the process.
This is a totally harmless procedure,
but takes care of our fiscal problems.
Even when bureaucrats think they
have an idea on how to pull a fast one
on their constituents, there's always
a way of manipulate their stupidity to
benefit the entire nation.
Curt Olson is the Editorial Editor
of The Liberty Champion.

The Liberty Champion

They're hard to write, but mom expects them
Throughout the years you have given
me some joy but also some pain. If I
have given anything to you its everything I have and everything I had
hoped to save for retirement.
Can you imagine what I have to say
to the church ladies when they ask
about you now that your at college?
Nothing, you never write me. Are
you happy with what you are doing to
your poor neglected mother who is
withering away towards a bankrupt
retirement and who has nothing to
offer but dumb looks to inquiring
church ladies? I hope you have children just like yourself someday.

Jesus Christ consistently taught
against any form of prejudice. Although man is imperfect, we have an
obligation to uphold and fight for the
rights of every human being, regardless of race or skin color.
Clearly, persons involved in the Ku
Klux Klan are anti-American and
seriously confused about basic Biblical doctrines. There is no place for
them in controlling positions in our
society today, or ever.

Congress must be forced to eliminate fiscal fiasco

Letters
Dear Child,

the party that supports racial and religious bigots, for the
Realistically, one man cannot make
a huge turn-around in the political
arena, but, Duke shouldn't be underestimated. His win gives the Klan a
true spokesman and over time will
pave the way for other candidates
who support Klan doctrine.

Yours sincerely,
Your mother.
This letter was
not found in anyone's
mailbox but perhaps should have been found in most

Michael
Post

because it never has to be turned in
the next day, it is not an important assignment.
Who doesn't get disgusted and get
the urge to reach their arm through
their empty mail box and grab the
postal worker?
Maybe not, but wouldn't it be fun to
gather 500 students and have them
reach for the postal worker at the
same time?
I gettiredof pushing mail out of my
box that doesn't have my name on it.
Was better mail service supposed
to come with the 25 cent stamp?
Long distance relationships are
really the best buy. My roommate,
Joe Paulo, sends three letters a week

"Can you imagine
what I have to say to
the church ladies..."
of them, especially mine.
Writing letters is hard to do. Its
something that should be done but

to his girlfriend in Ohio, which keeps
her happy. Now tell me, how could a
guy keep a girlfriend happy for a
whole week here on the campus with
only 75 cents? Sneak into the campus movie and buy her a small coke
afterwards?
I'm going to keep pushing my
school bill out the other end of my
box.
Happy letter writing everybody!

Michael Post is a staff writer for
The Liberty Champion.
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Have a question or problem? Ask Dear Gabby
Dear Gabby,
My boyfriend treats me like dirt. He never takes me out. he flirts with other
girls. He never talks to me. What should I do?
Worried on the Circle Side of Campus,
Dear Worried,
Are you sure this guy is your boyfriend? Does he know that he is your
boyfriend? This could be the root of your problem. If this guy has no idea who
you are, his behavior is to be expected. You should spend more time at the
student union.

Dear Nervous,
To paraphrase the former first lady, "Just say Yes.'

Dear Gabby,
My professor hates me. Whenever I come up after class to ask questions, he
coughs and abruptly leaves. What should I do?
Scared and Hurt
Dear Scared,
Soap more thoroughly. Shower more frequently. Invest in deodorant, cologne and mouth wash. Quit asking dumb questions. Comb your hair. Your
problem is solved.

Dear Gabby,
I like to study real hard, but I don't make good grades. What's my problem?
Bewildered and Confused
If you have any questions for Gabby, mail them to:
Dear Bewildered,
Dear Gabby
Could it be that you are just plain stupid?
LU Box #21583

Dear Gabby,
I love my boyfriend. What should I do when he proposes?
Nervous in Dorm 29

Dear Gabby is brought to you in the tradition of
David Letterman's viewer mail
Dear Gabby is a special to The Liberty Champion by Dave Gibbs.

Money saving hints for helping the college student
The other day while laundering a
few clothing items in the courtyard
fountain, a brilliant thought entered
my mind and suddenly left. It was
then that I developed the following
novel, money-saving ideas for the
penny pinching student or the basic
cheapskate.
First of all, a student should never
lack or be forced to pay for his chewing gum. Gum can be located throughout the entire campusand even certain
parts of Lynchburg.
If atfirstyou encounter difficulty
in your search, try under any item of
shrubbery on the school grounds.
Bushes seem to possess a magical
attracting power for this pure chewing satisfaction. You'll be amazed at

the plethora of
colors and flavors
discovered
among the greenery.
On a more
sentimental note, Christmas is only
10 months away, and it's
never too early to get a gift for that
special someone. This Christmas give
the universal gift of tree ornaments.
That's right, with a little string and
several Campus Connection flyers,
one can construct a handsome and
decorative ornament for the person
who has everything and enjoys Late
Skate. This gift will most assuredly
beappreciated for years to come and
best of all, it costs just pennies to

make.
When it comes to the area of
clothing, probably everyone has
been shocked at the outrageous
prices charged by the average department store. Therefor, I developed a simple and free alternative to
this hideous garment mark-up.
My solution—dryer lint It comes
off of clothes doesn't it? So why not
use these discarded, DNA intact lint
cells, to scientifically reconstruct
these parent clothing items? Yes,
with a little patience and nominal
biology skills, any LU student can
make use of this plentiful natural
resource.
The laundry mats on campus are
bursting at the seams with these lint

cells which can be used to create lint
sweaters, mittens, socks and for the
more adventurous air lint tennis shoes.
These clothes are very comfortable and
wearable but mutating jeans may pose
a slight problem to the beginner.
Well, I must be going for now and
resume my never ending quest for
bargains and other freebies. I hope that
all you LU savers will remember and
abide by the thriftiest creed; instead of
"shop till we drop,"
we "save till we're finished." So it
doesn't rhyme! It's free isn't it ?

Where's the glory in having to breal
Who are we to
the law in order to feed your kids?
speak of glory
when someone
Where's the glory in that?
else's blood
Where is the glory in arightwing
flows or somedeath squad shootinh an unarmed
one else's child
man in front of his wife and children
dies in the struggle?
in San Salvador?
What kind of glory is that?
Where's the glory in child abuse?
Where is the glory in sitting back
Where's the glory in raping our en' while one and a half million babies vironment?
are aborted each year?
Where's the glory in being an unWhere's the glory in sleeping on the empployed steel-worker who has to
street each night?
feed his family each day but cannot

Anthony
Perrone

The Liberty
Champion
wants you!
Would you like to be a guest
columnist for The Liberty Champion?
We are looking for people to write
on any subject regarding life at LU,
issues facing America or world issues.
Along with your guest comment, we
need your name, major, classification
and hometown.
We need a rough draft of your comment by 4 p.m. on Fridays.
If you are interested, call Curt Olson
at the journalism lab, 2420, or in Dorm
18 at 3756. Also, you can write to Curt
Olson at box 22457 or stop by DH 109 or
110.
Please limit the length of your
comment to 200 to 300 words.

Student Forum
We agreed to obey the rules when we signed
Editor,
As a student, I proudly salute the staff and faculty for finally standing up
and enforcing the rules that are in the Liberty Way; specifically, the dress
code for males and females. Being male, I appreciate feminine modesty
and feminine self-respect
Each student promised to uphold these rules when they signed their
application to Liberty.
Thanks are due especially to Mrs. Lowry, a psychology professor who
not only announced the administration's crack down, but also told her
class of her intentions to monitor dress code, while being fair to the
students.
I would like to challenge all faculty and staff not only to hold the same
standards for themselves as their students, but to follow in Mrs. Lowry's
footsteps so there will be action behind the plan and not empty words.
A further challenge to myself and my fellow students is to encourage
each other to keep our initial agreement, not only as a promise to a school,
but as a vow unto the Lord. Yes, I am a religion major. But, this must be
a vow in which we realize that whether conforming to it or rebelling
against it, we will in the end reap the blessings or the consequences of our
attitudes.
Sincerely,
Valence Eddy

Apology for Soph class skit
Editor,
I would like to extend my deepest apology to all those embarrassed and
hurt by the Valentine's Day skit during Sophomore class chapel on Friday,
February 10.
As class president, I should have screened the content of the skit in order
to ensure its universality to a Christian audience.
We can learn lessons in different ways and I truly regret that my class had
to be offended by the lesson that I had to learn. I hope that you will
continue to look forward to our class chapels.
I offer you a promise that the best for the Sophomore class is yet to come.

Jeff Simmons is a staff writer for
The Liberty Champion.

Conservatives must start showing compassion
Just a while ago, I had a conversation with one of my zealous "conservative" friends. I almost didn't believe what we talked about.
My friend spoke of the revolution
taking place in Ethiopia and of the
glory of rebelling againsta dictatorship. .
The glory?
Year after year the men, women and
children of Ethiopia and Sudan starve
because the rebels shoot down food
planes in this glorious struggle.
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afford to?
Where's the glory in drug addiction?
Where's the glory in being illiterate?
Where's the glory in apathy?
"Perhaps conservatives should stop
talking so much about glory and start
thinkig about compassion."
Where is the glory in any of this?
Perhaps conservatives should stop
talking so much about glory and start
thinking about compassion.
That's where the real glory is.
Anthony Perrone is a staff columnist for The Liberty Champion.

C. Todd Cummings
Sophomore class president

Thanks for the South Africa article

Editor,
I am writing to thank you for printing the article on South Africa. As an
American who is married to a South African and has both lived and ministered in South Africa. I can whole-heartedly concur with the article. It
is high time we Americans woke up to the fact that the primary problem
in South Africa is not racism, but rather communism.
Finally, I found it surprising that at the beginning of the article, the Editor
stated that the views expressed in the article were not necessarily those of
the Liberty Champion.
Since when has the Champion been ashamed of the truth?
C'mon folks! Wake up and smell the bacon before it is too late.
South Africa needs our prayers and our help, not our blissful ignorance
and pietistic stupidity.

All Letters to the Editor must be
accompanied by the author's phone
number and LU Box.
This is done in order for us to
verify all letters which we receive.

Yours sincerely,
Mark W. Christopher

Testimony must show purity for world
When are we going to learn that this
They were funny jokes and we all
thing we call the "Christian testimony" laughed because we weren't the one
is a very fragil quality.
who fell, but the entire cause of Christ
If one person or one group fails, the in America suffered as a result
entire body of Christ looks like
Just when we thought the sea had
a big group of counterfeits.
calmed over Jim Bakker, Jimmy
All we have to do is look at the events Swaggart became the receiving end
of the church in America in
of more jokes.
the past two years.
Again, we all laughed when we heard
It's been exactly two years since sto- the sex pervert jokes.
ries about Jim Bakker hit the newspaWhat we failed to see in both cases
pers of America.
was that we're just as susceptible to
We've all heard what happened and falling as Bakker and Swaggart
we've all seen what's happenedto the
Christ warns us in Gal. 6:1 about
testimony of the church since Bakker making fun of a fallen brother in
was defrocked.
Christ
One well-known TV preacher fell and
Do you want to find out what Christ
Christians became the receiving
thinks about making fun of a fallen
end of jokes on Johnny Carson.
brother?

Then test His Word.
You can disagree with the Bakkers
And Jimmy Swaggart without displaying a light hearted spirit regarding sin.
Scripture says that the beginning of
Wisdom is to fear the Lord. Also, we
are to hate what God hates.
We must show compassion to a
fallen brother as Scripture says, but
we must also understand that the
Christian walk is an everyday encounter.
We simply have to walk the talk.
We're Christians 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, not just when we want
to be!
Curt Olson is the Editorial Editor
of The Liberty Champion

LU's Rules

They test our Christian character
I'm sure that after yourfirstfew days
at LU, "rules" was definitely not one of
your favorite words. Ill admit the list
of do's and don'ts tends to get a little
overwhelming, but don't let that discourage you.
Looking at the general purpose of
rules helped me when I'd get upset
about them. Even athletes use rules. If
athletes didn't use rules, they would be
able to get away with anything on the
playing field.
Besides preventing chaos, rules serve
another important function. That tunc

tion is instilling discipline. LU began as and
continues to be a school
devoted to the training
of leaders in every field. Before a
leader can expect to successfully
manage those people entrusted to him,
he must know how to effectively
manage himself, the rules at Liberty
help to do just that; they teach selfdiscipline.
Although you can agree with the
purpose of these rules, you probably
still have a hard time seeing what

Dr.G

making your bed every morning, attending chapel three times a week and
having your lights out at a certain
timehave to do with being a successful leader. Realize that they are
making you accountable for your
actions. Think of them as characterbuilding tools.
Finally, the rules show separation
lor Chisiians. We aretold to not conform to the world and many people
will judge us by our conformity.
A. Pierre Guillermin is the President of Liberty University.
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Transition:

Rock drummer turns to jazz, blends styles
By ROBERT PITTS
Managing Editor

Don Eighme practices saxophone with LBN's Alan Nowell.
Photo by B.C. Shwtt

His dad played jazz sax, but he grew
up as a drummer under the influence
of LA's heavy metal bands.
He loved rock and roll but now he's
expanded his taste to include the jazz
his father played.
"Growing up, rock n' roll was kind
of my inspiration," says Don Eighme,
a sophomore biblical studies major.
"I was fascinated with it"
As a teenager growing up in Los
Angeles, Eighme "hung out" with the
heavy metal bands that played in
nightclubs around the city.
But, oddly enough, this same heavy
metal music was a catalyst that brought
him to Christ One day, a few friends
brought him to meet the members of a
fledgling band by the nameof Stryper.
"They were just in their infant stage,"
Eighme said. "I met them two weeks
after they had become Stryper."
He was led to Christ and became
acquainted with the heavy metal
musicians, particularly with lead
singer Michael Sweet.
"I learned a lot about music from
Mike," Eighme said.

The drummer's interest in rock as a
music form continued until about
December 1987. He then began to
modify his tune.
"I went home for Christmas break,"
Eighme said, "and basically there was
nothing to do. So I picked up my
dad's horn and learned a few Christmas carols."
Eighme has come far in the 13
months since he first learned to play
"Amazing Grace" on the saxophone.
He now practices 10-15 hours each
week and takes lessons from Alan
Nowell, a saxophone player with the
LBN network.
"Al's a good teacher," Eighme says.
"He knows how to communicate
music theory to the student Most
teachers are very abstract. But Al's
really practical in his teaching. He's
brought me a long way."
The adjustment from metal to jazz
has been a long trip in itself.
"It's been a real transition for me,"
Eighme says. "The metal conflicts
with the jazz a lot. It's mellowed me
out a little."
"Jazz is so different in many ways.
It's been a real change for me."
But which does the musician now

like better? Jazz, Eighme says.
"I think metal was an interest of
my youth," the musician says.
"But I have a lot of melody inside
me, and (jazz is) something I can
express myself with.
"There are a lot of fast songs that
fit me and my personality a lot. I
listen to a lot of David Sanborn's
material because he's an alto
player like myself. His sound and
his style have really guided me.
He's really diversified in his stuff,
and it's been a real education—
just learning his licks (riffs)."

God is using music in a "big way" these
days to bring people to Himself, Eighme
says. He hopes that by being a respectable musician, he can earn a hearing to
present the message of salvation.
"(Jazz has) really become popular in
the last few years," he says. "I've gotten
an overwhelming response just from
playing in DeMoss. I plan to go back to
LA and try to be as effective as I can."

But Eighme also uses input from

other jazz artists that contribute to
his overall style.
"There are a lot of jazz forms
thatare closer to rock—like David
Sanborn," the musician says. "I
remember in my early teen years
that music really caught my ear—
someone who can play a really
hard jazz tune. You can definitely
put a rock and roll style with me."
How does the sax player plan to
use music to minister?

Crist Motel

Mechanics dream of automobile nightmares
The other day my car broke down.
Though, I really wasn't all that surprised. It's been six months since the
last time 01' Blue has broken down,
so I was sort of expecting it I think
it set a new record.
It wasn't so bad, this time, it conked
out about five feet from a gas station.
Which is different from its usual
manor of breaking down and leaving
me stranded in the middle of nowhere.
Face it, every car in the world has its
own little quirks. Some don't steer
the best some have idiot lights that
come on whenever they feel like it
and some die at any moment
Still some might have gas gauges
equipped with a needle that has no
idea how to accurately read how much
gas is left in the tank. Some might
come without brakes and some with' out engines. But my Ol'Blue always
breaks down on an interstate just
: after passing a sign that reads: "Next
Exit 30 Miles."
To top it all off, I have discovered
another little interesting theory in
: science that simply states, "In an area
j which is the most remote and sparsely
populated, it is there that an automobile will malfunction in the worst
possible way. At a cost which will
exceed exactly four times the amount
of cash you have in your wallet, and
no, they don't take out-of-state
checks."

element of mechanical genius is how
to check the oil. The only thing I know
about cars is you turn the key, put the
little stick thing coming out of the
steering column in "D" (or "R") and
press the long vertical thing at the
By Dan Hochhalter
approximate location of your right
foot and off you go. Should you want
to stop, simply press the long horizonThis theory can easily be proved tal thing. Should you want to stop real
true in several areas of the United quick becausefor example.there's a
States, for example, Nebraska. For cow standing in the road. You drive
me it couldn't have been a busted the long horizontal thing through the
radiator hose or fanbelt No, it was floor.
Another thing I found interesting
then that Mr. Transmission decided
to go into retirement, just as I watched about mechanics is their creative use
of terms and numbers. A "hose rethe North Platte exit roll by.
So, you see, 01' Blue has a great placement" means a new radiator.
track record for worst-case scenar- "Newpoints" means new plugs, wires,
ios. Which is why when it decided to
- break down at a gas station with a half
adozen mechanics wandering around,
I have yet to figure out
The mechanic approached me and
at this point I quickly realized that I
have a pet peeve I never knew existed. There I was, standing in front of
an automobile with fire shooting out
of the carburetor and an engine sounding like an off-beat moroccan band
and this mechanic has the gall to
approach me with a big cheesy grin
on his face and ask," What's the problem?"
Now that's not a smart question to
ask me. The only thing I know about
under the hood that contains any
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Could it be true?

Annie
Continued from page 1
role as Oliver Warbucks, but thin men
don't shake the world. Pad his suit
and fix the wrinkle in his bald cap and
he would be a more belie veable character.
Mandy Barnett does an admirable
.job as Miss Hannigan and really puts
! everything she's got into her part. Her
accent however, keeps slipping from
New Yorkese to French to Spanish.
Debra Purcell, as the floozy, Lily,
undulated across the stage in the
dancing scenes, but her character came
across merely as a sweet little LU girl.
Brenda Hobert fits her role well as
Warbucks' sophisticated secretary,
Miss Farrell. She comes across as a
competent actress.
Amy Colvin, as Pepper, the orphan
antagonist does an excellent job as
usual (Give this girl a lead!).
Brandon Pickett who plays several
roles, is equally convincing. He was a
bum and an aide to the President and
a member of the chorus. Though he
played minor roles, he stood out as a
capable thespian, a good representative of the drama department
As Rooster, Vic Mignogna, a drama
graduate with much experience, could
easily steal the show. (Get his autograph while you can!)
Overall, the cast did catch the basic
spirit of "Annie."
It's the little details that are most
annoying. Since when does Sandy
have a leash? The wrinkles on the
back of Warbucks head from the bald
cap were aperformance in themselves
and repeatedly distract the audience's
attention.
Prnns falling, a price lag hanging

a new starter, a carburetor overhaul,
tire rotation, the entire electrical system rewired, an oil change and a new
paint job. Likewise, for the cost, $20
means$S3.8S,$50.00means$238.44
and $100 means buy a new car.
Seriously, I really appreciate mechanics. If it wasn't for them, I would
be a rich man with lots of money.
Ol'Blue is again running like a
champ. That means, if Ol'Blue decides to return to its old habits, I'll
have about three months before the
next routine pit stop. There will be
nothing to worry about for the rest of
the semester. Then again, in three
months, I'll be heading back home
right through Nebraska, oh, that's not
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from a chair, Hobert's gleaming engagementring,dogcatchers in white
tuxedos, Annie's lopsided red bow,
and her brown hair peeking out from
under the wig are all minor, early
performance annoyances. Though all
contribute to making the play appear
amateurish. When corrected, the
production will be more professional.
The performers always stay in character and keep in motion. The majority of the actors continually back their
singing with the appropriate facial
expressions.
The scenes with the orphans and
Hooverville have the most energy
and are very convincing.
The orchestra, under the direction
of Michael Wells does a superb job.
A second-time or more viewer of
"Annie" would be slightly disappointed with this production's variance from the original script and vocal
weaknesses.
Unlike the original production, there
is no evident mutual attraction between Warbucks and Farrell that was
to finally bloom into romance at the
end.
Miss Hannigan's trademark booze
bottle is left out of the performance,
but Roosevelt's cigarette and the
floozy remain in. The audience is left
guessing where the line is being
drawn.
Solos were often drowned out by
the orchestra and weren't always as
powerful as they should have been.
Nevertheless, first-timers and the
young will probably have no serious
complaints. "Annie" is certainly very
entertaining and enjoyable.

An all-you-can-eat salad and
soup bar for only $2.99!
Add the entree of the day
and pay only $3.99!
'Enjoy hot Homemade soup and a IS-item
salad barfilled with fresh vegetables,
crisp lettuce and seasonal fruit each
weekday from 11:30 to 2:30.
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Seniors that maintained a 4.0

NewsLine

Social life not diminished for perfect grades

Clubs and organizations are encouraged to send
their news in news release form to The Liberty
Champion, Box 20000. Releases must be recieved
by noon each Wednesday.

for priorities: " My walk with Christ
is always first. I'm not sure where
studies come in; people are more im-

BY LAURA GREGG
Special to the Champion

'Spiritual Emphasis Week'
features evangelist Jay Strack
Spiritual Emphasis Week, March 5-8, will feature Southern Baptist
evangelist Jay Strack. Rob Jackson, LU campus pastor, said the
administration is praying a campus-wide revival will occur during
the special week..
Strack of Fort Myers, Fla., says his special mission is to young
adults, but he talks about problems common to all ages.
"No matter who you are, what you've done, what kind of mess
you're in or what kind of reputation you have, you can shake the
dust off your past and have an exciting and meaningful life in Jesus
Christ," Strack said.
The LU crusade schedule: March 5 in the multi-purpose center at
8:15 a.m. and at Dave Adam's 9:45 a.m. class; March 6 atl0:00
a.m. chapel services, 5:00 p.m. in the multi-purpose center and 7:30
p.m. in DH 160-161; March 7 at 7:30 p.m. in DH 160-161; March 8
at 10:00 a.m. chapel and 7:30 p.m. in DH160-161.

Senate resolutions sent to
Administration for consideration
BY THERESA DUNCAN
Special to the Champion
A call for tougher admission standards was just one of the resolutions
passed by the Student Senate and sent before the administration for
approval during the 1988-89 school year.
One resolution that has received the administration's stamp of approval is the one that cites waiting to clean the restrooms until after
10 a.m.
Resolutions that have passed the Student Senate and are currently
awaiting the consideration of the administration include the following:
* Installment of phone lines
* Removal of buses from the town student parking lot
* Offering of upper level classes in two sections
* Request for rationale for rejected resolutions
* Parking areas for vehicles left on campus during breaks.
* Priority for purchase of library resources
* Lighting on the Circle Side
* Benches in academic buildings
Two resolutions pending administrative approval are opening the
post office on Sundays and installing courtesy phones in academic
building which are of special importance to the students, Amy Hubbard, SGA's executive VP, said.
The post office resolution will probably be passed while the future of
the courtesy phone idea" It's questionable," Hubbard said.
Resolutions that have failed the approval of the administration are the
following: casual dress in the Deli for lunch; establishing a confined
area for broken down vehicles on campus, to prevent break-ins; and
allowing the library to remain open'until 12:30am.

Contrary to popular belief, a student
does not have to sacrifice his social
life to maintain good grades. That's
the recent conclusion of five students
who are among the 939 on the fall
1988 Dean's List. Each of the five
has maintained a 4.0 grade point average throughout his time at LU.
Kerri Williams, a senior psychology
major from Naples, N.Y., said, "I like
to be flexible. I'm a people person...
On weekends I usually go out no
matter what. During the week I'll
stay in and study."
Tim Lucas, a senior accounting
major from Johnson City, Tenn., isn't
quite sure how he's balanced everything. "I just allow enough time for
extra-curricular activities to help
maintain (my) sanity."
Many students seem to feel it is
difficult to study in a dorm. Williams
said this wouldn't be a problem if
there were only two people in a room.
On the other hand, Lucas said, "I
study best in my dorm with Christian
contemporary music on."
Resident assistants experience more
study pressure than the average student. Daniel Johnson, a senior from
Pittsburgh, Pa., with a double major
of pastoral and psychology commented on this: "I do (have trouble
studying) just by nature of the fact
that I'm an R A . . . Sometimes I realize that I have to get out or I'll go
crazy. I think you need to have balance to keep sane."
Williams commented on the need

The HO Story
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"People are more important
that studies and studies are
more important than sleep."
portant than studies. Studies are more
important than sleep."
Melody Eckert, a junior business
management major from Bradenton,
Fla., also has a flexible plan. "If I get
an opportunity to do something, I'll
do it If you feel like you can't do
something, that would be depressmg.
However, she mentioned that her
high school teachers taught her the

Williams also makes time for extraimportance of studies by explaining
that school is her career, at least for curricular activities. She's an active
member of Alpha Lambda Delta, Psi
now.
"I've always thought this (school) Chi and concert choir as well as being
is my career, and I have to put every- a prayer leader.
Eckert emphasized that she wasn't
thing I have into i t "
Kerry Zook, a junior political sci- different from other students because
ence major from Fort Wayne, Ind., of her grades. "Everyone has a talent.
offered some study hints. "When I Some people are great musicians. I
study my notes, I read through them just happen to have a good memory."
Johnson agreed that grades don't
two times. Then I take a blank piece
of paper and write down all the an- change a person. He commented that
swers. That seems to put them in your people shouldn't base their opinions
of others on grades.
head."
Williams summed up her own phiWhile Zook places emphasis on
grades, he balances his time with other losophy: "I always try to do everyactivities like intra-mural sports, the thing to the best of my ability because
Big-Brother program and playing the God expects me to."
guitar. "I'm not the type that has to be
in a book," he said.

COMING
ATTRACTION
Disaster

"The Greatest SnWpn Earth"
ALCOHOL
AWARENESS WEEK

March 5-9
Sponsored By: Residence Life

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
2900 OLD FOREST ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24501
DR. LARRY G. MCGLOTHLIN
384-1631
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berty University and
X Super Hair, Inc.
lational Beauty Show
Jonny attended tech-*
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s under the Sebastion
Artis
i, Paul Mitchell Systems, Vtdal Sassoon, and Jingles
International,

$5-GG off Ladies' and Mens' cuts and
$10.00 off perms for Liberty students
For an appointment please call
239*6850
Monday - Saturday
40? Old Grave* Mill Road

Which of the following best describes your last semester at Liberty?
a) A Mack truck
b) Crossing a high-wire while balancing an over-weight
elephant on your back—without a net.
c) Super Mario Brothers set at extra-high-speed advanced
expert level.
d) Perpetual anxiety over papers due, readings not done,
exams pending, and projects looming.
e) Arm wrestling an octopus.
f) All of the above
A few well-spent weeks this summer can make the rest of your year a lot
less complicated. Liberty University Summer allows you to earn three,
six, nine - even twelve hours in a matter of weeks. You can cut back on
your fall-spring class load without falling behind.
Stay on-campus a few extra weeks this spring — or come back a week or
so early in August. It will make the difference.
Liberty University Summer. Classes begin May 15. See the Registrar's
Office (DH 105) for your registration brochure and course schedule.
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Liberty slays Dragons in comeback win
Richardson hits
for 21 points in
win over Drexel

Pirates give
LU the 'Blues'
ByMARKSHULL

By KEITH MILLER

Sports Reporter

Sports Editor

Liberty defeated Drexel University
82-79 at the LU Gymnasium last
Saturday night with great execution
in the last five minutes of the game.
Guard Tun Scarborough pushed the
Flames ahead in the last two minutes,
hitting a three-pointer and a dunk, to
turn a 73-all deadlock into a 78-73
LUlead
Forward Charles Richardson kept
Liberty in the game the second half,
scoring21 points onfiveoffiveshooting from three-point land.
The first half looked like the home
crowd might get a blowout as Liberty
stormed out to a 50-36 halftone lead.
Forward Derrick Williams keyed the
first half with ten points on four of
four shooting as the Flames shot 62.1
percent Bailey Alston scored 17 of
bis team's 22 points in thefirsthalf as
LU constantly got easy shots off its
defense and converted on the break.
Then in the start of the second half,
Drexel started going inside to its leading scorer, 6'7" senior John Rankin,
and suddenly a 14 point halftime lead
had turned into a six point deficit
A technical foul on a Drexel player
with 3:29 left, turned the game back
to Liberty as they outscored the Dragons from Philadelphia,!2-6, the rest
ofthe game to improve its record to 916. Drexel drops to 11-15.
"I thought in thefirsthalf, we played
as well as we had played all year. Our
kids showed a lot of character in the
second half. We've been in a lot of
close games we've lost this year and
the guys could have given up in the
second half," Coach Jeff Meyer said.
Drexel (79)
Rankin 11-20 6-9 28, Lehmann 1-8 2-3
4, Thompson 1-70-02, B. Raab 3-30-1 6,
Johnstone 4-5 0-1 8, J. Raab 2-3 3-4 7,
Ahrtstrong 0-0 0-0 0, Leahy 3-5 2-2 8,
Arzin 8-12 0-0 16. Totals 33-63 13-22 79.
Liberty (82)
Alston 9-14 4-6 22, Scarborough 3-51-3
9. Richardson 6-115-5 21, Cline 2-6 5-6 9,
Harris 1-4 0-1 2, Harden 0-1 0-0 0, Farquhar 1 -1 0-0 2, Williams 4-5 0-0 10, Cunningham 0-1 2-2 2. Coleman 2-2 0-1 4,
Baker 0-01-2 1. Totals 28-50 18-26 82.
Halftime-Liberty 50, Drexel 36. 3-point
goals-Drexel 0-8 (Lehman 0-3, Thompson
0-3, Arzin 0-2), Liberty 8-14 (Scarborough
2-2, Richardson 4-7, Cline 0-1, Harden 01, Williams 2-3). Fouled out-none. Rebounds-Drexe) 31 (Rankin 10), Liberty 35
(Scarborough, Richardson 7). AssistsDrexel 9 (Lehman 6), Liberty 18 (Scarborough 5). Total fouls-Drexel 21, Liberty 22.
Technicals-Lehman. A-3,200.

LU wrestlers
look to Division
I nationals

GREENVILLE, N.C. - The Liberty
Flames were defeated last Wednesday by die Pirates of East Carolina,
69-60.
ECU opened the game beforeacrowd
of2,900witii a vicious full-court manto-man defense that bothered the
Flames and prompted several Liberty
turnovers. The Pirates capitalized on
die gains and led 32-22 at halftime.
During the second half, the Pirates
pushed their lead to 17 points with
15:52 left to play.
The Flames weren't done yet and
after a timeout came back with a
vengeance. LU forced some turnovers
by ECU and allowed die Pirates only
one defensive shot while they chipped
away at the lead. With 1:53 to go.the
Flamespulledtowidiinsixonajumper
by Bailey Alston but weren't able to
come any closer to ECU.
The rest of die game was a freetJirow contest The Pirates converted
14 of 16, eight by Reed Lose, to seal
die win.
In his post-game press conference,
Pirates Head Coach Mike Steele had
some good things to say about Liberty.
"This game was a real struggle and
Coach Meyer did an excellent job. It
photo by Donald W. Hayden really hurt us when he went to die box
LU Coach Jeff Meyer glances at Zach Harris (middle) and Timmy Scarborough during Saturday night's contest against Drexel.
and one (defense) on Blue Edwards.
They're a fine team and diey fought
hard and didn't quit Alston is a great
player and Todd Cline really shows
great potential. I'd like to have both of
them," Steele said.
jumped off to a fast 5-4 lead before
By KEITH MILLER
"They got a couple of long rebounds against UNC-Greensboro at LUgym.
The Pirates were led by Blue Edthe Flames started to hit from the pe- and started running," said Richardson. It will be the last game for seniors Eric wards, a top candidate for player of
Sports Editor
rimeter.
"Before you know it, we are down Cunningham and Richardson.
die year honors in die Colonial AthIn itsfirstyear of Division I basket- Everytime JMU would spurt out to a ten. At this level, it's hard to come
letic Conference. Edwards scored 22
ball, part of Liberty's goal is to gain lead, LU would respond with a three- back from that kind of deficit"
LIBERTY (68)
points, cleared nine rebounds and had
Richardson 9-15 2-3 24, Harrii 1-2 0-0 2,
respect of teams at this level.
pointer or a jumper by Alston inside.
"We knew Liberty was a good
five assists. After die game, Blue
LU took a step towards that respecta- Senior forward Charles Richardson ballclub," said JMU Coach Lefty Cline 0-4 0-10, Alston 12-24 2-5 27, Scarbor- said,"The box and one hurt me but not
ough 3-6 0-0 7, Farquhar 0-00-00, Williams
bility last Monday when the Flames scored a career high 24 points includ- Driesell. "We knew diey had played 2-5 O-O5, Coleman 0-0 1-2 1. Baker 1-20-02.
really that bad because I'm used to
dropped a 85-68 decision at James ing 4-7 from outside the three-point good competition. Liberty may not Totals 28-60 5-11 68.
playing against it Our defensive presJAMES MADISON (85)
Madison University.
line as die Flames connected on six sound like a team but diey are."
sure is the key to our success. If we
Davis
3-9
0
0
7.
Cooley
4-9
1-2
9,
Bostic
3For 28 minutes. Liberty played the treys in diefirsthalf.
The second half, it seemed like die 5 0-0 6, Halleck 4-6 0-0 11, Ferdinand 8-14 4- can hold a team to 60 points or less we
Dukes to a standstill. Then after a
A three-pointer by guard Tim Scar- Dukes gadiered in every offensive 5 20, Brooks 6-10 5-8 19, Brown 5-91-4 11, have a chance to win."
jumper by Bailey Alston tied the game borough at the buzzer, tied the ball- rebound and beat Liberty widi its Clevinger 0-12-22, Lowery 0-0 0-0 0, Dorsey
Liberty's Bailey Alston led all scor0-0 0-0 0, Shelton 0-10-2 0. Totals 33-63 13at 48, JMU went on a 16-3 spurt to put game going into die lockerroom for quickr.ess.
ers with 26 points and LU's Todd
23 85.
the game away.
die Flames.
"I diought down die stretch, diey
Halftime-Iiberty 37, James Madison 37. 3Cline and Charles Richardson also hit
"We played them well for about 28
At die start of die second half, LU were quicker to the ball," said LU pt goals-Liberty 7-20 (Richardson 4-7, Cline double figures widi 10 points each.
minutes," said Alston. "We just didn't scored two quick buckets to briely Coach Jeff Meyer. "We thought the 0-2, Alston 1 -4, Scarborough 1 -3, Williams 1- Cline also pulled down a game-high
knock our shots down when we needed take a four point lead. Then die crowd way to play diem was to use a zone 4), James Madison 6-13 (Davis l-4,Halleck3nine rebounds. 'Their defensive pres4, Brooks 2-5). Fouled out-Williams. RetO."
of over 6,000 rose to die occasion and and diey did a goodjob of penetrating bounds-Liberty 31 (Harris 8), James Madison
sure really hurt us early," Cline said.
LU started the game like it might JMU responed with its run to take die against it and shooting over it"
37 (Cooley 7). Total fouls-Liberty 23, James
"It was die best defensive team we' ve
Madison 13, A-6,211.
pull off its biggest win ever. JMU game out of reach.
LU ends its season Saturday night
faced all year, and I have to say Blue
Edwards is die best player we've seen
all year. He's in a category widi Sanders of George Mason, Elden Campbell
for die Division I Nationals.
ersville.
II National Champion currently
of Clemson and Wilson of Coastal
By JIMMY JACKSON
The Flames will no longer be die bad
Sports Reporter
Coach Don Shuler said the Flames wrestling at ISO lbs., and Shawn
Carolina."
boys on die block as diey were in die should fare well in four weight Morley, at 177 lbs., may qualify
Coach Jeff Meyer said, "Our turnOn March 3 and 4, Liberty's wres- Division II Soutii Regkmals last sea- classes.
at die meet.
overs were the difference in die game.
tiing team will compete in die Divi- son, when diey ran roughshod over
"Botii Loren Baum, always consis- The Flames competed much of
They led to easy transition points for
sion OneRegionals at Slippery Rock many different opponents. Instead, tent at 118 lbs., and upstart Jeff Gre- the year without an injured
East Carolina who did a great job of
University in Pennsylvania.
they are one of 22 teams in a difficult iner, at 134 lbs., have a good chance to Warren Stewart and former
holding dieir poise when we made our
All past wins and loses are irrelevant field of competion wrestling power- qualify for nationals," Shuler said.
wrestlers Joe Rapazzo and Ron
comeback. They did what they had to
as athletes prepare for this qualifier houses like Wright State and MillWarren Stewart, defending Division Frank.
do in thefinalminutes, namely, diey
hit their free-throws."
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Lefty, James Madison 'Duke Flames

Yarborough cites many
improvements in Liberty
intramural sports program
By KEVIN M.BL0YE
SpecialtoThe Champion

dent said.
"Students may not remember all die
sporting events-diey sat through,"
Associate Director Terry Jordan says.
"But I guarantee they won't forget
about die intramural games diey participated in, and die friendships diey
acquired from diem."
Financial difficulties are constant for
programs that must cope widi die

Liberty intramural sports director
Dr. Roy Yarborough says diat despite a continuous struggle, great
strides have been made to improve
die program.
'Three years ago, we weren't even
part of die school's budget. Now we
have our own offices and employees
ami we're making great advancements "...We're making great advancein improving die quality of our events. ments in improving the quality
The students have been a big asset by
of our events..."
cooperating and accepting what we
Dr. Roy Yarborough
have," Yarborough says.
While the program fights to gain Intramural Director
respectability, students remain grateful for the opportunity to participate overwhelming growtit rate of LU's
in various athletic events.
student body and a shortage of funds
"Its great to go watch all die basket- has left die intramural sports program
ball and foodiall teams every week, open to criticism among some stubut it doesn't compare widi diechance dents.
to get outtiiereyourself and compete.
The administration is currendy
It gives everyone a chance to blow a working on plans to provide more
lot of steam off after classes," a stu- funds to die program in die future.
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LU guard Steve Farquhar (right) brings the ball up the court against a Drexel University opponent during last week's game

